Update on management of frontal sinus osteomas.
Endoscopic approaches are used increasingly as an alternative to external approaches in removal of frontal sinus osteoma. The purpose of this article is to review and highlight the recent articles on the management of frontal sinus osteoma over the past 24 months. The evolution in endoscopic sinus surgery has allowed rhinologists to expand its indications in managing a wide range of frontal sinus pathologies, including frontal sinus osteomas. The surgeons are attempting endoscopic removal of higher grades of osteomas from frontal sinus, previously thought to be amenable only to external approach on its own or combined with endoscopic approach. Although recent retrospective studies have reported such successful attempts, open approaches, particularly osteoplastic flap, remain an important surgical technique when endoscopic approaches are limited. The endoscopic approach is effective in surgical management of low-grade osteomas. For higher-grade (grade III and IV) osteomas endoscopic removal is technically challenging and requires availability of advanced instrumentation, including surgical navigation systems, along with surgical expertise.Open approaches to frontal sinus, particularly osteoplastic flap approach, are still valuable as it is a simple and well tolerated method for complete removal of higher-grade osteomas.